NAVIGATING THE VOLUNTEER AND VISITOR POLICIES AT JHU

I am a JHU student (in good standing/not on leave of any kind)

You are simply a Hopkins student, NOT a volunteer or visitor. These policies do not apply to you. You are allowed to participate in any research, clinical, or shadowing opportunity with or without compensation (pay or academic credit) as long as it has educational value.

I am a high school student

I am a student from a different institution

You are a Visiting Student and must follow the Visitor’s Policy*. You are allowed to participate in any research, clinical, or shadowing opportunity with or without compensation (pay or academic credit) as long as it has educational value.

You are Visiting Faculty and must follow the Visitor’s Policy*. You are allowed to participate in research, clinical, or teaching opportunities as long as you have a JHU faculty sponsor and are financially supported by your home institution.

You are Visiting Scholar and must follow the Visitor’s Policy*. You are allowed to participate in research, clinical, or teaching opportunities as long as you have a JHU faculty sponsor and are financially supported by your home institution.

You may or may not qualify as a volunteer, depending on the specific nature of the activity. Work for civic, humanitarian, or charitable purposes may be allowable under the Volunteers Policy** as long as the work does not involve activities that would otherwise be performed by paid employees. There are very few JHU activities that qualify for volunteerism.

I am a not student

I am faculty at another institution, and a Visitor at JHU

I am not faculty, but employed by another institution, and a Visitor at JHU

I do not qualify as a Visiting Faculty or Visiting Scholar

Secure Links to JHU Policies:

*Visitors Policy

**Volunteers Policy
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